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Abstract
This research documents the implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach to the Early
Learning Center of Vienna International School, an International Baccalaureate school
following the Primary Years Programme curriculum. The study focuses on how the team
members of the ELC as a professional learning community (PLC), cope with changes in
different fields: environment; role of the child; role of the teacher; role of time; projects
and documentation. Using qualitative methodology including questionnaires, focus
groups and semi-structured interviews, this study reveals the importance of a
functioning PLC and effective communication strategies in order for team members to
actively and positively engage with the change process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In our world change is inevitable, and therefore steps of action to meet changing needs
are necessary. In the past decade there has been a growing interest in the Reggio Emilia
philosophy of educating young children. This approach is highly regarded and
acknowledged by educators and researchers world-wide (Gandini, 1993). The challenge
of implementing the Reggio Emilia approach will be the choices a professional learning
community has to make given what is actually feasible in their specific setting. The
uniqueness of the status of the Reggio Emilia schools in Italy has to be acknowledged,
and that there is no one to one implementation. A different sociocultural and political
context leads to choices between paths to be taken and others to be passed by. The
choices of change every individual will make will depend on the depth of understanding
of the implementations to be introduced, the creativity of their strategies, the directions
of their values, and the courage of their convictions (Hargreaves, 2000). Throughout the
study it became clear that the Reggio Emilia pedagogies are personally driven, relying on
personal initiative to make this approach happen to suit the contextual needs of the
learning environment.

Surprisingly, considering the growing interest in the Reggio Emilia approach, and the
complexity of implementations that accompany its introduction, there has been little
research carried out to guide educators through this phase of change. This study will
look into areas of change in an international school setting, induced by the
implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach and its effects on the Early Learning
Center (ELC) team members.

This study will start with a review of past events which led to the interest in the Reggio
Emilia approach in the ELC team, to challenge the current status quo. After briefly
juxtaposing the Reggio Emilia approach with the Primary Years Programme of the IB (IB
PYP), influences affecting change will be discussed. A model which allows for a
measurement of how change affects each team member will also be considered. This
study will further highlight the role of a Professional Learning Community (PLC) as a
prerequisite for change and its sustainability. Thereafter, five areas concerning the
Reggio Emilia approach: the image of the child; the role of the teacher; the role of time;
environment as a third teacher; projects and documentation will be analyzed in detail.
The special role of an insider researcher will be explained, inter alia, in the research
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design and methodology chapter. Subsequently, the findings of the six months’ study will
be analyzed, categorized and discussed.

1.1

Background Information and Status Quo

For a better understanding of our current situation, it is necessary to summarize some
facts of the past.

The teacher who is the current Grade level leader of the Early Learning Center (ELC) was
the first one to set up her classroom in Reggio Emilia inspired style. Throughout her
three years teaching experience in our school, she weaved her interpretation of Reggio
Emilia practices into the existing curriculum. Out of interest, two other colleagues
attended a Reggio Emilia Course in Austria 2017/18. Realizing how similar the Reggio
Emilia approach is to our International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program (IB PYP),
we invited the representative of Reggio Emilia in Austria to our School, hoping she could
give us tips to even further improve our practice. She was fascinated by the work we
are doing and by our collaboration and common understanding, as well as our wish to
implement ‘more’ of the Reggio Emilia approach and philosophy.

As part of a quality assurance process, we took the official Reggio Emilia network partner
in Austria on board of our Early Years Centre and were guided through principles of
Reggio pedagogy to enable us to work according to the quality criteria of Forum
Reggio-Pädagogik Österreich.

In order to gain the title of Reggio-inspired educational institution our Early Learning
Center had to fulfill the following criteria (Seryl, 2014):

●

The creativity of the children is given room and opportunities for development.
Creativity is understood as a personal and social design opportunity.

●

The pedagogical approach focuses on children to be involved, inquiring and
actively learning.

●

The diverse expressive possibilities of children, their "100 languages" (a term
used in Reggio for the many talents of children), are perceived, promoted and
supported.

●

There is an aesthetic learning environment with a workshop character that offers
children a variety of different options for action.
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●

Projects are developed from the thoughts, questions and conversations of the
children and implemented in team work, learning processes are documented and
made visible.

●

Education is seen as a shared task. Dialogue and exchange of all involved in the
education are in the foreground.

After some weeks of ongoing verification of the criteria above, our school officially
became part of Reggio Netzwerk Austria, the Austrian network of quality-certified
Reggio-oriented educational institutions (Reggio Netzwerk Austria) at the beginning of
the academic year 2018/19.

Our team could have stopped there but driven by a common Reggio Emilia inspiration we
wanted to continue and deepen our understanding of this approach. It was clear for the
whole team that the Reggio Emilia approach will not supersede the PYP but rather would
enhance existing practice in the Early years’ education.

In the following chart I will juxtapose the Reggio Emilia approach with the PYP to show
the many similarities as well as some minor deviations.

Table 1: Comparison Reggio Emilia approach versus PYP

Reggio Emilia

PYP

children’s relationships with other children,
teachers, parents and their classroom
environment;

building strong relationships between
students, teachers and their families;
creating and maintaining responsive spaces
for play;

documentation of the children’s learning as a
way to make their thinking and theorizing
visible - and convey a strong image of an
intelligent child;

monitoring and documenting student’s
learning and development for individual
students and small groups;

project work, where children are engaged in
explorations of their world, making choices
about what they will investigate, alone and in
collaboration with peers and teachers;

inquiry through play is the main pedagogical
approach to learning and teaching; an explicit
focus on agency - voice, choice and
ownership - will encourage active, inquiring
students to take responsibility for their own
learning;

the many ways children express themselves,
called the “100 languages” with a strong
emphasis on the visual arts;

offering many opportunities for symbolic
exploration and expression;

active listening, where children’s voices,
thoughts and opinions are valued (as much as
the teachers).

child-centered, encourages children to
develop independence and to take
responsibility for their own learning
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curriculum: emergent curriculum – through
children’s observation and interests

curriculum: desired outcomes – the educator
has free choice how to get there

Time is not set by the clock – days have a
sequence, but not a schedule

schedule: children follow a schedule every
day; restrictive especially with specialist
teachers (revised PYP principles in work,
aiming at uninterrupted play!)

the school is designed in such a way to
encourage desired behaviors and learning

the school creates flexible, inviting and
intentional learning spaces that support
agency, inquiry, physical and emotional
well-being;
international-mindedness through action,
agency, languages, the learner profile and
the shared responsibilities of the learning
community;
language is embedded throughout the
learning community to support a school
culture of language learning and
international-mindedness;
transdisciplinary

References Reggio Emilia: (Edwards, Gandini, and Formeman, 1998); (Stone, 2012);
(Wardle, 2009); (Wurm, 2005); PYP – Principles into Practice pre-publication (ibo.org.,
2018)

2.

RATIONALE

2.1

Introduction

This chapter gives a broad overview of literature concerning historical and theoretical
underpinnings of both the Reggio Emilia approach as well as the PYP, juxtaposing
approach versus programme. The underlying research question will be formulated, as
well as the significance and purpose of this study. Further, influences affecting change,
and the important role of the PLC are explained. A model to measure change in
individuals will be introduced, followed by a brief literature review and explanation of all
areas of change.

2.2

Historical and Theoretical Underpinnings

Reggio Emilia
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Loris Malaguzzi, one of the founders of the Reggio Emilia approach, was influenced by his
experiences of World War II and the fascist regime in Italy, which had taught him how
dangerous unquestioning conformity can be. He was striving for a new society in which
people could think and act for themselves. The inspiration for his work can be seen to
include the work of Dewey, Gardener, Vygotsky (Freeman, 2011), Bronfenbrenner (Soler
& Miller, 2003), and Piaget (Wardle, 2009). Throughout his work, Dewey’s notion of child
centered focused view of learning is visible, stating the child’s understanding and
experiences of schooling (Soler & Miller, 2003). It is important, though, to always keep
in mind that the philosophical and scientific ideas of the Reggio Emilia approach were
molded within the Italian cultural framework and the support from families, community
and government (Wardle, 2009).

Primary Years Programme (PYP)

Similar to Loris Malaguzzi’s approach is the IB Mission Statement:

The international Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and
caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world
through intercultural understanding and respect. To this end the
organization works with schools, governments and international
organizations to develop challenging programs of international education
and rigorous assessment. These programs encourage students across
the world to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who
understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.
(ibo. Org., 2018, p. 2)

Educationalists who had a significant impact on the IB program as we know it today are
John Dewey, A.S. Neill, Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner. Dewey stresses the importance
of tapping into students’ curiosity; Neill’s key insight is the personal freedom of the child
and the right to development in an environment free of constraints; Piaget believed in
the child’s development of academic intelligence through a cognitive cycle; and Bruner
advocated ‘learning by doing’ and that self-discovery of information creates better
problem solvers (ibid., 2018).
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2.3

Approach versus Programme

Both Malaguzzi’s approach and the IB programme are aimed at a progressive,
child-centered, self-determined education. Whereas the IB programme is applicable
worldwide, the Reggio Emilia approach is tailored for a special region in Italy with its
historical and cultural background. Educators in Reggio Emilia do not follow any
predetermined national framework and do not have any pre-specified goals formulated
(Freeman, 2011).

The PYP is a well thought through programme which has been used internationally for 20
years and the IB celebrated its 50th birthday this year. It has a well-designed framework,
which provides the main values, principles and goals for the curriculum but without
clearly defining how these goals should be achieved. The PYP can be seen as a
progression, trying to incorporate best practices from different models and approaches
worldwide (ibo. Org., 2018).

2.4

Research Question

My research comprised the six months our work to improve our practice through the
implementation of the Reggio approach. This occurred after the certificate was awarded
to the school, and looked into the different fields of changes the teaching staff faced.
These changes included

●

the image of the child

●

space and environment

●

the role of the teacher

●

the role of time

●

projects and documentation

Looking at the fields of change in my research, following research question occurred:

How are teachers’ reactions in a professional learning community (PLC) to change,
occurring through the implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach to the PYP
programme in an international school setting?
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2.5

Purpose and Significance of this Study

In a postmodern world, teachers are expected to be, and acknowledged as being the key
factor in the successful implementation of change (Hargreaves, 1997). More than ever
we live in times of global competitiveness, and this raises the question of how we
prepare children for future challenges. Filling up children’s heads with subject based
knowledge will not be enough anymore. Flexibility and learning from prior knowledge will
be essential for a prosperous future. The Reggio Emilia approach with its historical as
well as theoretical background offers such a framework (Rinaldi, 2010), hence, for some
years now, there has been a growing interest in a Reggio Emilia inspired approach
among early childhood educators (Wurm, 2005). Many schools, such as the one involved
in this study, face implementation of practices in a different sociocultural and political
context than those of the region where this approach originated. There is therefore the
challenge not only of the change of practice itself but also the adaption of the approach
to suit the contextual needs of their learning environment. Despite the growing interest
in the Reggio Emilia approach and the complexity of implementation involved, there has
been little research done in this field (Hall, 2013) nor in change in early childhood
education in general (Hargreaves, 2008; Kilgallon, Maloney, and Lock, 2008). This study
might add to the perpetual need of findings and suggestions in the field of educational
change in the early years’ education.

The following section will cover educational change in general, followed by a more
detailed view concerning the ELC at VIS’ situation within a professional learning
community. The PLC will be explained in detail as it forms the basis for a common
agreement to carry out the necessary changes.

2.6

Changes Leading to Better Practice

A philosopher promoted collective versus solitary activity, claimed that we learn and
understand through arguing with others, and believed that educators should have a deep
understanding of the well-being and future of their students. He also suggested that
educators should be aware of the limits of their knowledge, which can be widened
through dialogue and joint exploration, and that knowledge will not come from teaching
but from questioning (infed.org.,2018). These views of teaching sound contemporary,
and yet they are 2400 years old and come from Plato, a millennium before the
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introduction of compulsory education in most European countries. Thoroughly
vocationalized education in the early twentieth century (Cuban, 2013; Wood, 2012) was
replaced by new norms and social practices after the Second World War (Cuban, 2013).
Into this period also falls the work of Loris Malaguzzi in Reggio Emilia, a small city in
northern Italy (Gandini, 2008). Outcomes of the PISA study called for changes to the
educational system in many European countries including Austria. It seems to be an
ongoing debate for many years now, and little has changed to the better. As an
international private school, we are in the fortunate position to be more flexible with
regard to changing educational practices, especially within the small Early Years team.
To further improve our practice, our attention was drawn to the Reggio Emilia approach,
merging with our school philosophy and appreciated and approved by all team members.

2.6.1 Influences Affecting Change

Hargreaves (2000) recognizes that teachers are social learners with not only the capacity
for change but also the desire for it. Most times, change does not happen easily, it is a
slow process (e.g. Fullan, 1985; Hall & Loucks, 1977; Vähäsantanen, 2015), not an
event (Hall & Loucks, 1977; Hall, 2013). Fullan (1985) summarizes change as a process
whereby – in our case – educators change their ways of thinking and practice; they
develop new skills through this practice and consequent feedbacks, as well as find deep
meaning and satisfaction in their new approaches.

Educational change is part of a teacher’s professional life, the need to keep pace with
social and technological change as well as with economic pressure (Vähäsantanen,
2015). The unknown variable will be how teachers actually respond to change, and how
they change. How will the change process take place, meaning, what makes teachers
face the change, and what makes them resist? Hargreaves (2000) lists decisive factors,
such as procedures and practices, rules and relationships, psychological and sociological
mechanisms which influence the destiny of any change to prosper or falter.

Change influenced by age and position:

When faced with change, not all teachers will respond in the same way (Hargreaves,
2005; Hall, 2013). Hargreaves (ibid.) highlights two main influences which might affect
an individual’s response: The teacher’s age and their stage of career. Findings in his
research suggested that younger teachers were easily adaptable, eager to learn and
open for all sorts of changes (ibid.). Hargreaves further found that teachers in their late
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career have often already been challenged by many previous changes, and tend to spend
their final years concentrating on their own classroom, believing that this is best
practice. They are trying to save their energy and to follow self-interests rather than
students’ needs. They tend to be more critical towards educational change and reform,
having the feeling ‘they did it all already’ (ibid.). Mid-career teachers (6 to 20 years of
practice) were most comfortable about their jobs and were open to change, even
appreciating it but were selective about the change initiatives accepted.

Changes influenced by policymakers:

For almost 150 years, policymakers have tried to change teacher-centered classrooms
into child-centered ones, promoting inquiry based and holistic learning, but except in the
case of mainly private or affluent public schools, not much has changed (Cuban, 2013).
Improving output and outcomes requires change (Hall, 2013) and often the what of

teaching has, but when it comes to the pedagogies, the how, only minor changes can be
detected (Cuban, 2013). Reformers believed, if they changed the teachers, they would
automatically improve learning, confusing “teacher quality and the quality of teaching”
(ibid., p. 114). Restrictions concerning change in our case could come from the
‘Stadtschulrat’ (city school board) and the ‘Schulinspektorat’ (school inspectorate),
mainly relating to environmental changes and its approvals.

Before going into the different areas of change, which our team faced, I would like to
highlight our - perhaps - privileged situation of being able to work within the framework
of a professional learning community (PLC), followed by a short explanation of the CBAM
(Concern Based Adoption Model), a model to measure and evaluate the change process.

2.7

Professional Learning Communities (PLC) – The Framework for
Change

Teacher PLCs play a central role in professional development to meet the requirements
of a changing world (Vangrieken, Meredith, Packer, Kyndt, 2016), and are one of the
frameworks to make change happen. The development of PLCs is highly respected within
Reggio schools (Wrum, 2005). Hord and Sommers (2008) summed up the five most
prominent characteristics of PLCs discussed in literature.

Supportive and shared leadership
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Teachers and school leadership should work collaboratively towards academic
improvement, including sharing ownership of the achievements. Teachers ability and
authority to make decisions promotes positive change (Vescio, Ross, & Adams, 2008).
The team in this study was given support from senior management and especially from
the PYP coordinator, who organized meetings and professional development with the
representative of Reggio Emilia in Austria.

Shared Values, visions and goals

PLC members try to pursue the PLC goals, sharing common views and values. The team
goal was and remains focused on the implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach, and
the individual goals for each team member reflect this. The opportunity to undertake this
challenge was welcomed by all team members at the beginning of the school year.

Collective learning and application

Teachers continuously combine cognitive resources and apply resulting new knowledge
and skills to improve their teaching (Stroll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace, & Thomas, 2006).
All team members were eager to share their findings, doubts and experiences concerning
change through the implementation of the new approach. Relevant professional
development is an ongoing process.

Shared individual practice

Collaboration and collective responsibility are central in the work of PLCs (Webb,
Vulliamy, Sarja, Hämäläinen, & Poikonen, 2009). Teachers critically observed each other,
modelled in a non-evaluative way, and talked and reflected collaboratively about their
practice to further improve it.

Supportive conditions (both physical and emotional)

A supportive environment is essential to PLCs (Webb et. al, 2009). It was important for
all team members to have a voice, to feel that their opinions were respected, and their
contributions towards the goal mattered. Some team members found it harder than
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others to implement certain aspects of change, but they were listened to and supported
in their decision making.

Having all the above in mind, PLC’s have to make sure they do not remain stuck at a
structural level, as little may change if they do not pursue their goals to a point where
change is actually implemented and becomes institutionalized (Vangrieken et. al, 2016).
By means of the ‘implementation bridge’ using the CBAM (Figure 1), it becomes visual
what changes made it across the bridge, symbolizing already institutionalized changes
(Hall, 2013). Hall (ibid., p. 280) further believes, that once ‘across the bridge’ there is
less chance to going back to the other side.

Figure 1. Implementation Bridge

2.8

Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM)

Based on the assumption that change is a process and not an event, the Concerns-Based
Adoption Model (CBAM) is a model to measure and evaluate the change process. It
further assumes that change only takes place when – in our case – teachers actually
implement the new method, as only being introduced to it does not guarantee that
teachers will use it in practice (Hall, 2013). A further aspect are the personal feelings of
each individual. Hall (ibid.) further suggests that the process of changes also depends on
people’s perceptions, the degree of growth in competence as well as confidence which is
necessary for change to unfold.

The CBAM can be divided into three dimensions (sedl.org., 2018) which will be looked
into in my research (see also Figure 1):
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Stages of concern (SoC)
Stages of concern address the personal side of each individual facing change, including
feelings, perceptions, hopes, worries and thoughts before and during the process.

Levels of use (LoU)

Describes the different behavioral profiles of users and non-users within the team. There
are eight levels of use defined, whereby team members who contribute nothing to the
change will be non-users, moving through the eight steps to different levels of users
depending on their input. It is important to mention that the LoU are about behavior and
not about attitudes.

Innovation Configurations (IC)

IC describes a possible operational form of the change, including the review of materials
and resources, bringing in experts to observe and evaluate the current situation with the
team, to identify potential operational components and possible variations. As our team
can be seen as a PLC we all took part in these stages.

Having covered some general issues about change, I will address specific areas of
undergoing change while implementing more aspects of the Reggio Emilia approach into
our international school setting in Austria. As mentioned before, the PYP programme is
already very much in line with the Reggio Emilia approach, hence, I will not give a
detailed profile of what the Reggio Emilia approach is comprised of. Instead I will focus
on the work done by the team in collaboration with the Reggio Emilia representative of
Austria into predefined areas to be considered for necessary changes. For the first half
part of the academic year we gradually made changes relevant to the image of the child,
the role of the teacher, the role of time, space and environment, as well as projects and
documentation. These were all done in the light of the Reggio Emilia approach, and I will
discuss how these changes affected our team members.
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Again, the areas and literature review listed below do not show the full picture of how a
Reggio Emilia inspired school should function, it rather shows some aspects of the
Reggio Emilia approach, and there are other areas where the team still has work to do.
This study assumed that certain implementations have already been carried out, and
focused on current changes occurring due to the new implementations and effects of
them on team members.

2.9

Areas of Change

2.9.1 The Image of the Child in Reggio Emilia

In Reggio Emilia every child is viewed as powerful, rich in potential and with a strong will
to grow. Children are packed with curiosity and questions about the world. The children
are further seen in relation to all the people surrounding them (parents, extended family,
peers, teachers, community members) and observed daily (Wurm, 2005). Children are
respected for their natural curiosity and their ability to come up with powerful theories
about the world around them (Thornton & Bruton, 2015). Over time a ‘portrait of the
child’ emerges without seeing the child encapsulated but as a whole, and especially in
relation to people surrounding her. Children are in charge of their own learning, they
decide individually or in groups how to spend time, discuss ideas, and find solutions
together (ibid.). Starting from a very young age, children are encouraged to express
themselves through graphic representations, using tools and various materials
competently and skillfully. The display of the children’s work including powerful
messages, is done with great care and is highly valued by the educators (Katz, 1998).
Children in Reggio are further taught to be aware of their own wellbeing and to take
responsibility for it (Wurm, 2005), by managing going to the toilet or getting dressed
independently.

2.9.2 The role of the teacher in Reggio Emilia

“There is no creativity in the child if there is no creativity in the adult: the competent and
creative child exists if there is a competent and creative adult” (Rinaldi, 2010, p. 91), a
statement, which sounds challenging. What happens if children are insufficiently exposed
to creativity? Research revealed that astonishingly 98% of the four to five year olds
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scored genius level concerning creativity. By the age of ten, only 30% remain at this
level, declining to 12% by the age of 15, and among the adults there are only 2%
remaining on a genius level (Nascimento, 2018).

Loris Malaguzzi believed that teachers should not facilitate learning in order to make it
smooth and easy for the children. On the contrary, teachers should ‘stimulate’ their
students by making problems even more complex, engaging and difficult (Wurm, 2005).
Teachers are further expected to support a student’s creative thinking (Thornton et. al,
2015), for them to be able to construct new connections between what they already
know and new situations and materials (Rinaldi, 2010).
The role of the teacher in Reggio Emilia is not only to teach but mainly to learn
(Edwards, et al. 1998; Thornton et. al, 2015). Teachers are viewed as researchers who
are always thinking both about the children and their own practice in relation to their
values about children (Wurm, 2005; Thornton et. al, 2015). Also should they have an
understanding of how children learn in order to be able to provide meaningful learning
situations (Thornton et. al, 2015).

2.9.3 The role of time in Reggio Emilia

“If we see children as competent to construct their own knowledge, then the children
must be given time to do this” (Wurm, 2005, p. 16). In Reggio, children are given as
much time as they need to come to their own understanding and to make connections to
their own world at their own pace (ibid.). Educators listen carefully to the children, giving
value to their ideas and findings and thereby enhance their self-esteem (Rinaldi, 2010;
Thornton et. al, 2015; Wurm, 2005). In Reggio it is called ‘wait time’ to let children’s
ideas simmer for as long as necessary (hours, days, or even weeks), let them approach
these subjects and revisit provocations time and again, and during this time, teachers
observe and document changes in thoughts and ways of doing and seeing things (Wurm,
2005; Thronton, 2015). This metacognition is vital in Reggio, brought about by giving
each child the time she needs to reflect on her ideas and to revisit past experiences to
deepen her understanding (Seryl, 2014).

2.9.4 Environment as a Third Teacher

“It has been said the environment should act as a kind of aquarium which reflects the
ideas, ethics, attitudes and cultures of the people who live in it. This is what we are
working toward” – Loris Malaguzzi (in Wurm, 2005).
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Environment as a third teacher, next to family and teachers, follows the concept of
organizing the environment in a way so children can manage their own learning (Wurm,
2005). It should further reflect and support school’s pedagogies (Fisher, 2005). Space is
the unchangeable layout (floor plan) of the working area, whereas environment is the
lived space with all its defined physical characteristics, its memories (Wurm, 2005), the
children’s footprints over time. In Reggio all schools consist of an atelier, a kitchen, a
‘Piazza’ (group meeting place), classrooms with mini atelier, construction areas, dress
up, reading areas, tables and bulletin boards (Wurm, 2005; Wardle, 2009). If there are
doors between classrooms they should be left open, best, not to have walls at all
between them (Wardle, 2009). Windows should be kept free and unblocked for a clear
view to the outside (Wurm, 2005; DeViney, 2010), which can even increase productivity
and health (Kahn, 1997).

At a young age, children’s sensory receptors are much more active than at a later stages
of life (Rinaldi, 2010). For analyzing and distinguishing reality all senses are active,
hence attention should be given to an environment equipped with different colors and
lights, tactile, olfactory as well as auditory elements to stimulate all their senses (Rinaldi,
2010; DeViney, 2010). Within this environment, children are free to construct and
design their own learning, not without being expected to be involved and engaged
(Wurm, 2005).

It is further important to eliminate clutter to be able to highlight children’s work
(DeViney, 2010) rather than fill it with purely decorative items. In Reggio, classrooms
are filled with natural or living elements, such as rocks, twigs, shells, plants, flowers or
fish to fill space with beauty (Gandini, 2008; Wurm, 2005) and to engage children in
complex play for an extended period of time (Stacey, 2009).

The presence of a garden, especially in the Early Years, is a vital feature of the learning
environment, giving children many real world learning opportunities (Thornton &
Brunton, 2015), and consequently develop an esteem for nature and even enhance the
process of children’s cognitive development (Charles, 2009; Profice, Santos and dos
Anjos, 2016), self-esteem, self-discipline and problem solving capacities (Charles, 2009).
To facilitate teacher’s partnership and collaboration, visual connections should be made
to link the spaces and activities (Gandini, 2008). Children as well as teachers should
have the possibility to see what’s going on next door and be exposed to more
provocations, more experiences and educational exchange.
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2.9.5 Projects and Documentation

“What children learn does not follow as an automatic result from what is taught, rather,
it is in large part due to the children’s own doing, as a consequence of their activities and
our resources.” – Loris Malaguzzi (in Wurm, 2005)

Projects play a major role in Reggio Emilia and emerge directly from the environment in
which the children work:

●

environmental projects – e.g. construction area

●

daily life projects – e.g. interest in plants, animals

●

small side projects, initiated by the space or creative materials at hand

●

self-managed projects – e.g. experiments with lights and mirrors

Often the environment functions as a third teacher, supporting children’s learning and
interaction without constant adult interventions (Wurm, 2005). Stimulating materials,
displayed in a beautiful and orderly way captivate children’s attention (Thornton &
Bruton, 2015) and lead to creative interpretations of children’s view of the world.
Schools in Reggio are especially fond of natural and recycled materials, collected by
community members (Gandini, 2008). Children are innately interested in the possibilities
materials have to offer, they interact and explore with them and hence communicate
through them, and make meaning of their world. Materials become tools thought which
children are able to express their understanding and construct of the world (Gandini,
2008).

In Reggio, great value is given to group learning (Seryl, 2014), where children exchange
each other’s prior knowledge and experiences to solve complex problems, and by this
means extend their own understanding (Thornton & Brunton, 2015; Vygotsky, 1978).
Every child is engaged in a project in one way or another, through expressing ideas,
negotiating, problem and conflict solving or listening to peer’s ideas (Thornton &
Brunton, 2015).

Documentation in Reggio offers the teacher and students a unique opportunity to revisit

their work, and to re-listen to it, presented by the teacher, both individually and in
collaboration with others. It is further a fundamental support for self- and group

evaluation of children’s hypotheses and theories. Through documentation children are
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able to re-read their own thought processes as well as to compare them with those of
their peers which can lead to transformation of the construction of knowledge and hence
their identity (Rinaldi, 2010). Educators in Reggio speak of a spiral of documentation, an
interaction and alternation of observation and interpretation, an ongoing record of the
process of the child’s thinking and learning, and hence a suitable tool for planning next
steps (Thornton & Brunton, 2015; Stacey, 2015; Wurm, 2005). Teachers as
documenters and researchers are called upon “not to know with certainty but instead to
wonder, to inquire with grace into some temporary state of mind and feeling in children”
(Wien, Guyevskey, Berdoussis, 2011, p. 2). Documentation should not be about pretty,
decorative displays but to make thinking and learning visible for the children, parents
and educators, and to provoke further questions and inquiry (Stacey, 2015; Dahlberg,
Moss, and Pence, 1999).

Educational documentation as understood in Reggio might feel like an extra ‘add-on’ in a
teacher’s daily work load. She has to develop a habit of having all necessary tools for
documentation at hand (Wien et al, 2011; Wien, 2014) and to further focus on the what
she wants to document. Reggio-inspired documentation requires a sustained focus on

the process of learning, rather than taking cute photographs of children’s work (Wien et
al, 2011).

2.10 Theoretical Underpinnings Taken Forward

The rationale shows a wide range of influences and areas of change to be considered.
Even though a dedicated PLC made the decisions concerning the implementation of
change, it was still vital to look at each individual team member to get an overall
understanding of the process. At what stage of each team member’s career and life did
the change take place, what are the personal and educational backgrounds, and how
does best practice look like for each participant? It was also not an easy task to measure
the impact of change on every team member but the CBAM offered helpful indicators to
categorize and evaluate team members’ input, feelings and actions. These are referred
to as ‘Levels of Use’ and ‘Stages of Concern’ by Hall (2013). Areas of change such as ‘the
image of the child’, ‘the role of the teacher’ and ‘the role of time’ had to be internalized
by the team members, whereas the change concerning environment, projects and
documentation involved extra time and energy spent during and outside of normal
school hours.
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To meet the needs of this study, and to make the findings meaningful, a well-designed
research study as well as appropriate methods where worked out, are presented in the
following chapter.

3.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

3.1

Introduction

This chapter will explain the advantages and disadvantages of particular situation as
both a participant observer and insider researcher. The reason for choosing the case
study as a method as well as the methods used to gather data (observations,
semi-structured interviews, questionnaires) are explained and its limitations discussed.
This chapter also includes the handling of ethical issues, the introduction of the
participants, as well as the setting as this is an important factor of this study.

3.2

Qualitative Research as a Participant Observer and Insider
Researcher

This study adopted a qualitative conceptual paradigm, exploring phenomena in their
natural settings, using multi-methods to come to an understanding of phenomena from
multiple perspectives in which the researcher is the principal data collection instrument
(Anderson and Arsenault, 2002). In addition, this methodology allows for a greater
understanding of participants and their perceptions of the world (Bell, 2005).

Being an insider researcher as well as participant observer meant that I was part of the
observed Professional Learning Community, combining both etic and emic perspectives
(Anderson and Arsenault, 2002). The etic perspective tries to look at how other
participants view their world, what – in our case – new implementations meant to each
individual. I needed to gain an understanding of the phenomena from the viewpoint of
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my colleagues. Concurrently, I had to be cognizant of my own emic perspective, to place
that understanding within my own conceptual and theoretical framework of the
phenomena and rethink and reconsider the colleagues’ perspectives, trying to reveal and
explain the way they see their world (ibid., 2002).

I often had to ‘step outside’ the situation to include my classroom colleague and myself
for critical observations about our practices and how changes were dealt with. My own
opinions, changes in practice and inputs are woven into this study. This practice was in
tune with Anderson et al (2002) suggesting that the participant observer should
withdraw periodically from the setting to analyze the data gathered, validate findings
and collect new data when re-entering the setting again. I also had to be aware of my
own biases and prejudices, which could be justified as a participant of the team but had
to be avoided as an insider researcher, in order not to influence or manipulate outcomes.

There was also the chance of inadvertently becoming politically involved, as some
participants used the situation to give free rein, offering a variety of additional
information and consequently expecting actions from the researcher as a ‘turntable of
information’. I was aware that the information gathered, and the how and who with it is
shared can have significant consequences – both positive and negative. The balancing

act between being a team member, sharing my own views and professional insights, and
being an insider researcher, with all the information gathered for this study, was at times
a hard one. Some information was offered in confidence but with the hope that it would
be somehow included in my study and therefore be heard. The position of an insider
researcher asked for lots of sensibility and discretion which I believe I mastered, as I had
the trust of all team members throughout my study.

3.3

Case Study

A case study approach was selected as it is an empirical inquiry about a phenomenon
within its real-life context without clearly evident boundaries between phenomenon and
context (Adelman, Jenkins, and Kemmis, 1980). That is, this study investigated the

impact of change for teachers through the implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach

and so required a methodology which focused on the situation. This methodology further
allowed particular aspects of the implementation process to be examined (Bell, 2005;
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Yin, 1994), as well as careful planning of systematic data collection, and for relationships
between variables to be studied (Bell, 2005).

A strength, and possibly a challenge, is the need to use multiple data sources through
formal and informal instruments, such as questionnaires or observations (Anderson et
al., 2002). This study comprises the ‘cases’ of four Early Learning Center classes, their
classroom teachers and Educational Support Staff (ESS) as well as some specialist
teachers.

3.4

Data Collection

3.4.1 Focus Groups

Focus groups enable insightful discussions about a specific topic, in a comfortable
environment, eliciting unique in-depth qualitative data through the use of brainstorming
techniques (Anderson et al, 2002). The PLC in this study (the focus group) not only
revealed each individual respondents views and opinions, but also created a synergistic
environment, where participants shared ideas, creating a chain reaction of meaningful
and informative dialogue. In a relaxed and secure setting, the group members were
encouraged to share both positive and negative comments, and were thereby able to
clarify and modify their points of view.

3.4.2 Observations

The observations were conducted to gain in-depth information about how the changes
caused by the implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach impacted on each
colleague. It also formed the basis of subsequent semi-structured interviews and
conversations related to the changes through the implementation of a Reggio Emilia
inspired approach on a weekly basis. Where necessary, these observations were followed
up by further discussions with the participants and additional information was gathered
in the journal. Observations with clarifying discussion afterwards allowed the researcher
to capture data as it emerged (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) and to triangulate the findings.
Observation notes were made using a reflective journal on a daily basis, noting
observations, comments in meetings, one to one conversations, and semi-structured
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interviews. To capture changes in the environment and documentation, pictures were
taken with the iPad, often to juxtapose before and after situations.

3.4.3 Semi-structured Interviews and Conversations
Semi-structured interviews were conducted on a regular basis and allowed for both the
same starting questions for all participants, and the flexibility to go deeper to probe
areas of interest (Bell, 2005). It also provided information concealed in the written
questionnaire and allowed responses to be extended and clarified (ibid.). The flexibility of
this method was important, as it allowed for the exploration of issues and areas of
interest that were of particular concern to the interviewees (Yin, 1994).
Conversations often took place unplanned and provided a collection of important
information from the participants in the field. These conversations were
sometimes initiated by the researcher and at other times by other participants, and
contributed significantly to a holistic and naturalistic view of the setting (Opie, 2004).

3.4.4 Questionnaires
I can only agree that good questionnaire is difficult to construct and that is takes lots of
planning time (Anderson et al, 2002). The questionnaire was tested by a colleague for
understanding, meaningfulness and whether it is sufficiently comprehensive. With few
exceptions, questions were open ended in order to gather meaningful information and to
give each participant the opportunity to give additional – and possibly otherwise lost –
insights in her thoughts. The first questionnaire was carried out one month into the new
school year to gather information about preliminary thoughts, impressions, ideas, hopes
and doubts.
Participants of the questionnaire were not only the nine team members of the Early
Learning Center (classroom teachers and ESSs) but also specialist teachers, PYP
coordinator, and the Primary School director. Out of 18 addressed participants 12
responded. Except one, all of the ‘ELC core group’ responded, who considered the
questionnaire as an important source of information and thought gathering to increase
the quality of the PLC. Some specialist teachers excused themselves, saying that they
just know too little about the Reggio Emilia approach to contribute meaningfully.
The second questionnaire was carried out five months later, giving more insight to how
the changes affected each team member. This questionnaire was sent out to all nine ELC
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staff members as well as to two specialist teachers, having been affected by changes
made. Seven out of eleven responded directly to the questionnaire, the rest gave verbal
comments.

3.5

Limitations

This study was limited in terms of scale and context. It aimed to explore how the team
members of an Early Learning Center perceived changes resulting from implementing
the Reggio Emilia approach in a perhaps unique international school setting. It is not
presumed that the outcomes of this research are going to be the basis for scientific
generalization. Yin (1994) mentions typical criticisms of case studies such as the lack of
reliability and that other researchers might come to a different conclusion but even
though case studies pose many challenges, Anderson et al (2002) see them as
‘extremely illuminating’ and particularly useful in the field of education, hence fitting for
this research.

As there are few researches carried out in this specific field, and none available matching
our situation, it was hard to compare this study’s findings with findings from similar
studies, hence critical juxtapositions were not possible.

This study’s findings cannot be generalized to represent all Early Childhood Centers
which adopt the Reggio Emilia Approach. Nevertheless, the findings may prove beneficial
as a source of reflection for other schools and teachers in similar circumstances.

Issues resulting from the role of an insider researcher and participant observer:

As the ESS in team D and substitute classroom teacher for all ELC classes and the insider
researcher, I had a tremendous insight in what was going on in all the classes. All
participants entrusted me with professional as well as private information about the
change process. It was challenging to try to avoid the Hawthorne Effect known as

behavior changes in participants due to the presence of a researching team member
(Anderson et al, 2002). Research participants as colleagues divulged personal details of
their professional or private lives without considering the possible consequences. This
kind of sensitive information had to be handled with great care as it might have posed
moral, ethical or political issues (ibid.). Some issues concerning the change process were
not mentioned to the full extend due to the respect of colleagues involved which
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distorted this study to a certain extent. An outsider researcher might have included all
these personal issues, and therefore come to more meaningful results. On the other
hand, building rapport with the participants would have been much more difficult for an
outsider researcher, and so some information gathering opportunities might have been
missed.

Supporting some changes more than other team members, I had to be careful not to let
my own biases influence my research but there might always be a residual risk that it
happened unwittingly.

3.6

Analysis

To ensure reliability in this research, the structure of each observation, interview and
data collection technique remained constant. This study was carefully documented during
the whole data collecting phases. Observations, interviews and conversations were
double checked for their accuracy with team members, and when needed changes were
made. Observations, interview transcripts and conversation notes were used for
triangulation purposes to ensure reliability and validity (Anderson et al, 2002; Denzin,
1978).
For analysis the data was assembled, summarized, and sorted into themes and
categories. It was subsequently organized for conceptualization and interpretation
(Creswell, 2005). The interview and conversation data was analyzed in the same way to
ensure consistency, and to identify patterns relating to each field of change, in each
classroom and for each team member. Similarly, the participant observations were
summarized by key issues and clusters of issues as well as critical key events (Cohen,
Manion, and Morrison, 2011).

3.7

Ethical Issues

The study was conducted in line with the ethical principles following the British
Educational Research Association’s (2011) Ethical Guidelines for Educational Research. I
followed the code of professional ethics which addresses issues such as informed
consent, confidentiality, and harm to research participants. Permission was applied for
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and received from the Head teacher (see appendix 1, email to and answer from the Head
teacher), team members (see appendix 2, ‘Participants Information Sheet’; appendix 3,
‘Participants Consent Form’) and the University of Nottingham (see appendix 4, ‘Ethical
Statement Form’) as well as the ‘School of Education Research Participant Privacy Notice’
form.
The purpose, background, possible benefits and implications of the research were
explained to the participants. I also guaranteed to safeguard participant’s identity
addressing them by pseudonyms and different team names - Team A, B, C and D.

3.8

Participants

Our Early Learning Center consists of four classes. To ensure anonymity I not only
renamed the teams but also randomly changed the classes as shown in Plan 1. This
does not have any effect on the outcome as all classes have the same layout. I also
mentioned professional development which has been undertaken recently for further
information as it might have, next to experience, an impact on professional change in
practice (Stacey, 2009).

Team A consists of one classroom teacher Manuela (age 56) with 30 years of experience

of which 5 years are in a PYP school. She finished her studies of Special Education three
years ago, and recently visited the schools of Reggio Emilia. There is also one
Educational Support Staff (ESS) Claudia age 51 with 12 years of experience in a PYP
school. She finished her studies of Psychotherapy two years ago and is currently doing
the PGCEi. Also in this class is an OSS (Other Support Staff) Susanna, responsible for
one child with special nutrition needs with two years of experience in a PYP school. All
three team members are currently taking part in a six-month Reggio course held at
school.

Team B consists of one class room teacher Alexandra (age 58) with 35 years of

experience, 23 years of which are in a PYP school. Ten years ago she attended a Reggio
Emilia workshop. The ESS in this class Klara (age 39) has three years of experience in a
PYP school and studied Human Resources.
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Team C consists of one class room teacher Karolina (age 57) with 38 years of experience
including 22 years in a PYP school. She recently finished the first part of the Reggio

Emilia course, continues with the second part at school, and visited the schools of Reggio
Emilia several months ago. The ESS in this class Sandra (age 48) has two years of
experience in a PYP school and came back after five year leave of absence at the
beginning of the academic year.

Team D consists of one class room teacher Anna (age 28), who has recently finished the
Bachelor studies of Primary Education and is currently undertaking a Master studies of

International Development. She is a new teacher with half a year of experience in a PYP
school. I – the insider researcher - am the ESS in this class (age 49) having seven years
of experience in a PYP school, currently doing the MA of Education. Both team members
are participating in the six-month Reggio Emilia course held at the school.
There are further some specialist teachers which had an impact on the study. Amongst
them is an art teacher for the ELC (age 37) who is currently studying Art and finished
the Reggio Emilia course and has also visited the schools of Reggio Emilia in Italy.

3.9

Setting

The study took place at Vienna International School (IB school with all IB programmes),
established 40 years ago to teach the children of the UNO employees. The school has
currently 1383 students from 111 nationalities with 87 native languages spoken (Vienna
International School, 2019).

The ELC is structurally separated from the main school building and consists of four
classes as shown in plan 1 (E6, E7, E9, E10). It looks like a four-leaf clover, two ‘leaves’
being the four classes, one being the two music rooms and the last one being offices and
storage rooms. As shown on the plan (E6 and E7), the middle wall can be folded up to
make one big room out of two smaller ones (currently, all the walls separate the
classrooms). Each class has windows down to the floor, two doors, and a big round
window between the connected classes. One of the classroom doors leads directly to the
‘Aula’, a shared play area in the center of all classes. Two classes have their own
terraces and two classes share one. All the terraces lead to a very big shared playground
with a garden. These details are important to understand the spatial conditions, and
hence what kind of spatial changes can be implemented.
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Plan 1. ELC (including Music rooms and offices)

4.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Introduction

This chapter will start with the findings of the preliminary questionnaire, and give a short
summary of it. Subsequently the findings and analysis of all areas of change are
discussed, followed by a brief reference to decision making and communication within
the PLC. This chapter also includes a detailed presentation of each team member using
the adapted CBAM, followed by findings and discussions about change in general, as well
as specific influences, such as age and position, and the role of the PLC in this study.

4.2

First Questionnaire

The first questionnaire (see appendix 5 f or questions and summarized answers) was sent
out to all ELC team members together with specialist teachers, one substitute ESS, the

PYP coordinator and the Lower School Principal on 22nd September 2018, a month after
the start of the 2019/20 academic year. It contained open ended questions to generate
preliminary impressions of the change ahead. As mentioned, the data was assembled,
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summarized, and sorted into themes and categories. All core team members (ELC
teachers and ESSs) except one responded and one gave a verbal response.

All of the team members have been familiar with the Reggio Emilia approach, some only
recently but most of them for a longer time (between half a year to 18 years). All team
members support the implementation of the Reggio Emilia Approach.

The response to the question regarding the main characteristics - according to each
team member - of the Reggio Emilia Approach gave a brief insight into what the
participants already knew about this approach. It also revealed what might be the most
important features of this new approach from the perspective of that individual. Taking

the level of prior knowledge at this stage into consideration, for most of the participants
the environment was seen as the defining characteristic of the Reggio Emilia approach,
followed by being child centered and child directed, as well as the inquiry based learning
(see appendix 6, Table 2).

One of the questions concerned the opinion of the team members about similarities

 he responses to this question showed
between the Reggio Emilia approach and the PYP. T

a clear accord in the view of respondents between the two approaches in the areas of

inquiry based learning, followed by being child centered, and the theoretical background
(see appendix 7, Table 3). The biggest contradictions and constraints between the
Reggio Emilia approach and the PYP was considered to be the curriculum. Three team
members saw no issues at all (see appendix 8, Table 4).

The assumed biggest changes necessary to work in a Reggio inspired manner in our
setting were seen to be environment and materials related, followed by the need to
internalize the new approach (see appendix 9, Table 5).

There were equal hopes for a more inspiring, child friendly environment, as well as the
improvement of motivation and confidence, followed by a change to the better
concerning time limits, child self-determination and a focus on children’s interests by
implementing the Reggio Emilia approach (see appendix 10, Table 6).

The preliminary questionnaire revealed a wide variation of participants doubts but extra
time needed for Reggio Emilia inspired practices, its implementation, as well as the
children’s time table, which does not allow for free uninterrupted play, were highlighted
(see appendix 11, Table 7).
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Most of the team members at this early stage of the implementation wanted to be
involved and to have an equal chance to express their wishes, doubts, expectations and
suggestions (see appendix 12, Table 8). For many of them relevant professional
development was seen to be the next logical and required step to enable a successful
implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach (see appendix 13, Table 9).

4.2.1 Summary of the First Questionnaire

The answers to the preliminary questionnaire were submitted between one and two
months after the school started. By then, some changes had already taken place and
were referred to by some participants in their response. Environmental changes at this
point were highly appreciated (e.g. open up the Aula), and everybody was motivated to
face the challenges of change ahead

“I’m so happy that it feels like such a shared approach to this development. What a
great bonus for our school!!” (Manuela, 1st questionnaire)
Some displeasure concerning time management, though, was already evident having to
do with the implementation of ceramic plates, glasses and table cloths:

“We have to consider the logistics again...where, who, how to wash dishes- little things
with great impact.” (Claudia, 1st questionnaire)
After this first early insight, all the areas of change were expounded in my research in
detail over a period of six months. Most of the changes overlap in time but this study
tries to lay out the findings in thematic order. As space and environment was the first
and most obvious change, this study will go from there.

4.3

Space and Environment

4.3.1 Aula

To offer the children a ‘Piazza’ as in Reggio Emilia schools, we blocked off the Aula – the
center of all four classrooms (see Plan 1) – for all non ELC children. Until then it was
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used by music students and after school care. In order to be able to work on long term
projects the team wanted to make sure that their work will be kept safe from older
children. Another immediate change was that parents were not allowed any more to drop
off their children by walking through the Aula, but would have to go through the
garden/playground, where all the children gather before school opens, again, to keep the
Aula for ELC children only and not as a place for parents to gather after dropping off
time. Subsequently, the display boards in the Aula in front of all the classrooms were
covered uniformly with Reggio style natural colored fabrics. Furthermore, the old fish
tank was removed, the iPad trolley hidden away and shelves made out of empty spaces
(see appendix 14 for ongoing change). This decision was made solely by the grade level
leader before the new school year started but was very welcome by most team
members.

“Of course, I admire a lot the changes in the Aula, and the fact that our students are
now able to play in an open space.” (Klara, conversation, 9 October 2018)
th

“Opening up the Aula is a great change…” (Specialist teacher, 1st
  questionnaire)
“Opening up the Aula gives the children more space to explore … the fact that it is closed
for other children gives our children more ownership over it.” (Karoline,
semi-structured interview, 22nd
  October 2018)
“Opening up the Aula and re-organizing it gives us all more space and the opportunity
for bigger projects which we don’t need to back away or to worry about that older
children are breaking it…” (researcher’s opinion at meeting)

“I think we are only just starting to accept this change. Regarding the Aula, it could be a
place where the children mix instead of staying in their own groups. Our class
regularly has snack in the Aula but there is rarely anyone out there to mix with”

  questionnaire, January 2019)
(Manuela, 2nd
“Opening the Aula offers the opportunity for more activities with the children (like
dancing or doing Yoga). Some other procedures, for example having snack, still
need some support and better implementation.” (Anna, 2nd questionnaire, January

2019)
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“I believe in choice, space and flexibility. […] I really hope, all the classrooms will merge
into one big one in the future, giving the children multiple choices to express
themselves” (researcher’s opinion, 2nd questionnaire, January 2019)
“I do not really use the Aula, because it was important for me and my children to settle
and feel confident in the classroom. Now my children are beginning to ask if they
can spend time in the Aula; I am thinking how I could offer them value playtime
there, not sure if this is possible! I have used the Aula for eating snack, but it
seems to me like in being in a factory with the children, eating snack with 32
children. The Aula is not a 'piazza', it is not child friendly, there are too many
disruptions (too noisy, too open, good play is not possible in this setting, children
from all grades, the cleaning ladies, groups of children performing with
instruments, who sometimes do other things than what they are supposed to do
because they are not constantly supervised)” (Alexandra, 2nd questionnaire, 10th
February 2019)

As the last comment by Alexandra shows, after some months, the music students from
other grade levels took over the Aula again (playing drums, xylophones, etc.), as well as
ELC changing rooms, with the result that we sometimes had to close all the doors due to
instrument practices outside (see appendix 15 for all questions and answers from the 2nd
questionnaire).

4.3.2 Open Classrooms

Most of the strong primary colors were removed in the classrooms. Display boards were
covered in natural light colors, covers for the sofa and cushions too. The windows were
cleared from pictures, window shelves from flowers and unnecessary decorations,
blocking off the light. Clutter was avoided in the classrooms, giving the rooms a more
spacious and inviting look. Natural materials, collected in nature, replaced conventional
toys. All the classrooms bought mirrors and extra reading lamps to highlight displays and
special materials. All these changes were done in collaboration, discussed in meetings
and organized in groups.

Every team worked hard in their free time to implement the changes suitable for the
Reggio Emilia approach in their classrooms and were very content with the outcome. To
demonstrate how different views can be concerning seemingly welcoming and
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inquiry-stimulating environments, the following statement is given by a specialist
teacher, working also in the ELC:

“I first noticed that the colors changed in the ELC… then I heard about the Reggio idea.
[…] … environment is just as important as the approach of self-determination and
creativity. Nothing should be missing! Because we are not all the same!! There
are many different types of learners […] … not every child learns, feels and
responds in the same way. Sometimes, if nothing is inside in a pot, we cannot get
anything out of it, from too much promoted or even not promoted … from curious
to phlegmatic…, sometimes we have to fill the pot first. For one of my children
the classrooms now would have been fine, but the other one would have missed
colors. I don’t find them very inviting anymore.” (specialist teacher, 1st
questionnaire)

A trial was done after six weeks to fold up the middle wall between Team B and Team D
(see appendix 16 for clarifying photographs). Team D was thrilled by the looks and new
opportunities for collaborative work with two teams and two classes:
“I liked the big room, but it needs preparing the kids and setting special activities.”
(Anna, conversation 14th
 September 2018)
“It offered amazing opportunities both for students and teachers as well. I liked the open
space and that the children of the two classes could join activities from either
class. But I also understand that such an intervention entails fundamental

  September
changes in teaching practice.” (researcher’s opinion, conversation 14th
2018)

The classroom teacher of Team B could not share Team D’s enthusiasm (see appendix
17, excerpt from conversation in combined reflective journal):

“It’s impossible for me! Too much noise, I am too old for that.” (Alexandra, conversation

  September 2018)
14th
After a few days, the wall was closed again. Team B even has a milky foil on the window
joining Team D, not willing to take it off as Alexandra likes the privacy ensured by the
fact that with closed doors and no see-through window she can fully concentrate on her
class. Team B had three different ESSs during the first three months of the school year
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and even had to move classroom twice over a short period of time. On top of that they
had a child crying for hours in a row for some weeks. To give the children a feeling of
togetherness, and as little extra change as possible, team B also used the Aula only in
rare occasions.

Team D with the new classroom teacher was eager to try out all options the space
offered. I, the ESS in this team am the biggest agent for open doors and the possibility
for children to move from one classroom to the other. I sought the conversation with the
neighboring classroom teacher Alexandra (Team B), expounding the advantages of
shared activities and possibilities for the children. Substituting as a teacher for all ELC
classroom teachers when need be, gave me a tremendous insight in all four classes,
their classrooms and classroom dynamics, hence my attempt to justify my opinion.
Subbing for the Team B classroom teacher Alexandra for some days, I opened up the
connecting doors with the effect that these children stood in the door, looking into Team
D’s classroom, one girl shouting out to her peers ‘Hey, come here, I can see our friends
through this open door!’. Children from Team D came freely into the new classroom,
being used to be able to move to the Aula and to the classroom of Team A. For me this
was approaching best practice but Alexandra believed that best practice is creating a
save self-contained classroom environment. Despite our different views, due to a
collegial honest understanding and professional exchange, opinions were respected and
the personal situation understood.

Between Team A and Team C the doors remained closed as Team C felt that they
already have enough on their plates with the group dynamics this year and did not want
to widen the possibilities for some children to expand the action radius even further. The
classroom teacher of Team C Karolina believes in a cozy nest and the children’s need to
be able to withdraw. Team A had the doors to the Aula open most of the time. Having
three educators in the classroom gave them the possibility to have one of them in the
Aula with some children while still being able to work in the classroom with the
remaining two. Manuela, the classroom teacher of Team A, is happy to welcome children
from all classes to share their activities, an offer, mainly accepted by Team D.

What might have been apparently the easiest change, to implement the Reggio idea of
open classrooms, has not prevailed in all the Teams, due mainly to personal reasons.
The logic change, of Team A and Team D having adjoining classrooms, hence being able
to open up the wall in the middle, would have necessitated a move of either Team B or C
from their classroom, a proposal which both rejected.
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As for ‘Reggio inspired’ extra purchased reading lamps and light tables in all classes, we
had to hide them all temporarily away when the Austrian ‘Schulinspektoren’ (school
inspectorate) came, as it is forbidden in Austrian schools to have loose cables in the
classrooms (Wien.gv.at., 2019).

4.4

The Image of the Child

The image of the child in Reggio corresponds with the image of the child in the PYP,
especially after the new revised PYP program in November 2018 (ibo.org., 2018). Thus,
implemented changes lead towards best practice for both Reggio Emilia Approach and
PYP.

Self-determination of the child was the main focus of the first semester. Children could
decide what, how and when they want to do an activity (limited ‘only’ by the timetable).
All team members tried to respond to the interests of all children. What seemed much
more work and nearly infeasible was made feasible by eliminating activities all children
had to do in the past. Motivating children to do something they do not want to do, not
now or never, took an enormous amount of time and strength from both teacher and
student. The classroom teacher of Team C Karolina remarked (meeting, 17th January,
2019)

“Since we don’t ‘force’ all the children to do the same activity any more, it is much more
relaxed and we have time to tend to more meaningful tasks.”

She used to set all tables in the morning before the children came with puzzles and
activities, only to pack them away again because the children choose other things to play
with. She sees it much more relaxed now, does not feel guilty for not having the days
planned out in detail for a week.

Classroom teacher Manuela with her Team A always believed in an emergent curriculum,
and initially believed that her image of the child did not change a great deal but noted in
the 2nd questionnaire (January, 2019)
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“I’ve observed my students closely these past few months and began to realize that they
are far more competent than I (and other adults including their parents) thought.
When trusted them and value their ideas and choices, the classroom became a
more collaborative environment. I have begun to use their interest in planning for
each day, rather than what “Pinterest” or other books suggest as great ideas. It
has helped me to personalize or individualize learning to student’s interests and
motivation.”

The novice teacher in Team D had little to compare it with and adapted this image of the
child quickly but still mentioned in the 2nd questionnaire,

“It might sound like a cliché, but every child is unique and has a total different
perception. This is a central idea in [the] Reggio approach. My expectations from
each child have changed since we’ve started implementing the Reggio approach.
The importance is the process and not the final product.”

“I always had the image of the child as a very competent one but it needs the whole
team […] to share this view to work accordingly. I am very glad this happened
through the implementation of the Reggio approach.” (researcher’s opinion, 2nd

questionnaire, January 2019)

Team B’s classroom teacher Alexandra, who previously worked in Grade Primary and the
ESS staff working alongside her, had to get used to the ELC, an emergent curriculum
and its outcomes. Alexandra found it much more relaxed after a while to focus on the
child’s interest as opposed to the desired outcomes of a set curriculum.

From the beginning of the year, supported by Reggio Emilia’s focus on child
self-determination, children were also allowed to decide for themselves whether or not to
wear shoes, a coat, hat or gloves (within boundaries, of course). Due to cultural
differences, a specialist teacher had some problems with this change to start with, but
soon saw the benefits of it. The team had to make sure that the teachers who have
lunch duties in the playground were informed so that they would respect children’s
decisions.

In order to see and document the ‘100 languages of children’ better, the art teacher
started to only take out a small group from each class to work with them.
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“It makes such a difference to only have a few children at the time. I can finally listen to
them and get to know more of their thoughts.” (specialist teacher, meeting, 17th

h

December 2018)

4.5

The role of time

In Reggio, children have uninterrupted time for activities. Due to the busy time table,
the team was limited within these boundaries. However, to give the children time to
inquire and explore, materials in the classroom were reduced but kept out for a much
longer time. For a period of several weeks, Team D reduced the materials to some
construction blocks, recycling materials, and natural materials, collected from the
playground. They were surprised that none of the parents mentioned the lack of more
choice. Slowly they added some lights, mirrors, and prisms to explore with. All the
children in this class were new this year and needed that time to adapt, ‘wait time’ as it
is called in Reggio Emilia, to learn a new language, and seemed content with fewer
choices and less change.

Team C would ‘gain’ extra time for the children by not tidying up all the time any more.

“If we go to PE or music, I don’t make them tidy up any more. They don’t see the mess
the way I see it, so why take this time away from them. They rather play ten

  October 2018)
minutes more.” (Karolina, semi-structured interview, 22nd
“Less is more: I try to follow children’s ideas by giving them more time to finish a
project. I have to adjust to children’s abilities, though, especially with needy
children in class (more differentiation). I am still trying to work out how to have
uninterrupted play with the specialist taking time…” (Karolina, 2nd
  questionnaire,
January 2019)
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4.6

The role of the Teacher

The team started to see themselves not so much as a facilitator but rather as a

stimulator. Most activities were not planned out any more, seen as provocations

predicted to go in a certain direction. Provocations were discussed in team meetings and
possible resulting projects anticipated in order to get materials ready. The necessary
flexibility for this process can be very demanding on the teachers, but all team members
took that part of change with ease.

“I think that the notion of ‘co-constructor’ is working for me and the children to share in
the learning journey, rather than me ‘giving the information’ when children ask.”
(Manuela, 2nd
  questionnaire)
“I am not solely responsible for children’s learning, they are co-constructors and finally I

  questionnaire)
can work the way I always believed in!” (Carmen, 2nd
The new approach seemed to help nearly all team members to work in a way they
always wanted to, and now they had the necessary framework and background for it.

4.7

Projects and Documentation

4.7.1 Projects

Where the home corner used to change nearly every week (e.g. Chinese Restaurant,
Hospital) there was now a city evolving for almost three months. To work on a project
with three to five year olds can be a challenge. While some were busily building houses,
constructing roads and parks, some younger ones were similarly busy destroying them.

The whole team had some doubts that all the children will be engaged in projects, and
some justified doubts that the younger ones might have another view of working
together. The Reggio Emilia representative in Austria, visiting us twice a month stated
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“All the children will be engaged in the project. Some are builders, some give advice,
some might just admire it, some might work from the beginning, some might join
much later, but everybody gives an input.” (Reggio trainer, meeting, 5th
December 2018)

Karolina and Sandra in Team C, were then looking at the bright side and let the younger
ones be storms and other natural disasters in their project (‘A city’) after which the city
had to be rebuilt again.

Team D had a white paper on a round table. Naturally, the drawings on it started to form
a round image until one girl saw the world in it. Some children added their countries and
family members (see appendix 18 for clarifying picture), before a three-year-old girl
scribbled all over the work, leaving the older children frustrated. Everybody working with
very young children knows, that it is hardly possible to prevent this from happening.

Team C’s and D’s focus was on bigger projects and group work, allowing all provocations
to go their way. Team D often ended up in ‘dead end roads’, projects stopping at an
early point and not being resumed at a later time. Team A had some smaller projects,
feeling comfortable with them. Team B with Alexandra continued with project work she
was used to from the PYP, seeing no difference to the Reggio Emilia approach and came
up with a great group project (appendix 19).

4.7.2 Documentation

Documentation - ‘the speaking walls’ - have a great significance both in Reggio and at
Vienna International School. The process of the children’s work was always more
important than the outcome and well documented. Beginning with the Reggio training, a
deeper focus was given to group work as opposed to individual work. Interestingly, this
chance was made easier for all teams by the new GDPR (General Data Protection
Regulation). The online portfolio application ‘Seesaw’ was not GDPR compliant. Although
it is a wonderful means of sharing children’s work with families almost instantly, the
inability to use it meant time was freed up and removed the pressure to post equal
amounts of photographs per child. For the online weekly newsletter as well as for the
displays on the display boards, pictures of children’s back or only their hands had to be
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used. Automatically, the focus was taken away from the individual child, transferred to
the work itself (see appendix 20 for clarifying pictures).

“I am trying to make the documentation more group oriented, more democratic and to


show an individual’s contribution toward group learning.” (Manuela, 2nd
questionnaire 2019)

“… focusing on group work but identifying individual contribution within the process. (we;
is the main word)” (Carmen, 2nd
  questionnaire, January 2019)
“It is interesting how an apparent hurdle like the GDPR to share children’s learning with
the parents led us to easier focus on the Reggio style of documenting whole
group learning.” (researchers statement, meeting, 5th
  December 2018)
Team A was asked by the Reggio trainer to take some leaf prints down the wall, as she
saw them purely as a decorative element. A meaningful documentation needs to show
the process and the thoughts of the children. Manuela seemed a bit disappointed to have
her esthetic display board seen as self-pleasing decoration. She was supported by some
team members, expressing their opinions that children's creations can sometimes just
stand for themselves without having to say something about them.

4.8

Decision Making and Communication

It might seem that this section should have appeared earlier in this work, but is placed
here intentionally, as this topic came up in detail in a meeting over five months later
after starting the first implementations in this academic year (see appendix 21 for
meeting notes). After all team members seemed content concerning decision making to
start with, one colleague came up with the objection that the decision to use china
plates, drinking glasses and table cloths came from the grade level leader Manuela,
without consensus from the team. After the materials were bought and distributed, all
teams struggled with the logistics of how, when and where to wash the dishes due to a
lack of proper kitchen facilities. Precious non-contact time, as well as break time was
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now used to cope with the extra workload due to this implementation.

Later on, children from all classes were asked by Manuela to eat together in the
Aula/Piazza as it happens in Reggio. Yet, there was no space for everybody and Team B
never joined in, Team C hardly ever, Team D occasionally as they found there is too little
space for all of them. After the grade level leader came back from her visit it Reggio
Emilia in Italy, she changed her mind again, saying that the children there can eat any
time, the tables have to be set but it is up to the children to join in or not, with the result
that from that point on, all classes offered children a snack in the way they found it most
suitable for them.

“Lots of decisions were taken and changed many times. Some decisions are not followed
through and fixed; for the whole staff in ELC to agree on. Too many times one
thinks about a scenario which then doesn’t happen.” (Karolina, 2nd
  questionnaire,
January 2019)

“Everything is so sloppy… one day like this, the other day like that… nothing is discussed

  January 2019)
to the end… “ (Karolina, conversation, reflective journal, 24th
“[…], there are not really ‘changes’ which affected me personally but the discussions
about the ‘changes’, the atmosphere in the ELC, because it seems there is a rigid
wish and ‘command’ to ‘implement the Reggio approach’ blindfolded […]”
(Alexandra, 2nd
  questionnaire, 10 February 2019)
th

Also one morning the ESS and OSS in Team A found the classroom sofa had been
removed at Manuela’s request as she considered this to be Reggio style. This decision,
taken without consultation, meant that the other staff members had to read stories to
the children sitting on the floor. A few days later the Reggio trainer advised her
otherwise and the sofa came back within the hour. Most of this was perceived in a very
humorous way by all team members, due to very good relationships between them. The
grade level leader assured the team members that she would involve everybody in
future decision making to avoid possible resulting discrepancies.
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4.9

Concerns Based Adoption Model

Although the Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) seemed a suitable model to
evaluate the change process in this study, its formal use seemed presumptuous taking
the duration and the collection of data for this study into consideration. Nevertheless, an
approach to this model was attempted and biases due to insider research tried to be
avoided. The eight stages of Level of Use (LoU) have been reduced to four to reduce
sources of error as ‘fine tuning’ might have led to subjectivity, especially as an
insider researcher.

Figure 1 is used again to illustrate stages of concerns (SoC), levels of use (LoU) and
innovation configuration (IC) based on data gathered. This gives a visual brief overview
of all team members, how they have seemed to cross the ‘bridge of changes’ after about
half a year (taking researchers judgements into consideration).

Stages of Concern

Self

concerned

Alexandra

unconcerned

Self =

Task

Impact

Alexandra

Alexandra

Susanna, Sandra,

Susanna, Klara,

Susanna, Klara,

Karolina, Claudia

Karolina, Claudia

Sandra, Karolina

Klara, Anna,

Sandra, Anna,

Anna, Claudia,

Manuela, Angela

Manuela, Angela

Manuela, Angela

unconcerned (‘I am concerned about __.); informational (‘I would like to know a
little bit more about it.); personal (I don’t know if I can do this.)

Task =

management (‘It is taking all my time just to __.’)

Impact =

consequence (‘I see the impact of this __.’); collaboration (‘I really want to work
with __.); refocusing (‘I just heard about another way of doing it.’)

Non use

Mechanical

Routine

Higher

Alexandra

Klara, Susanna

Manuela, Anna, Angela,
Karolina, Claudia
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Level of Use

b: The PLC is on the whole in favor of the implementation; reviewing practice and
materials; collaborative planning towards R.E. outcomes; sharing ideas and experiences
after implementations concerning R.E.; discussion of outcomes; ongoing PD; visits to
Reggio Emilia in Italy for some;

Figure 2: adapted completed CBAM

This listing came about taking all the data gathered into consideration, including many
little details of conversations and observations (gathered in the reflective journal),
recognizing the difficulty listing them individually in a qualitative research paradigm.

4.9.1 Change in General

Implementing change and determining outcomes are no easy tasks (Hall, 2013).
Historical records related to educational change illustrate the challenges of leading
change and achieving the desired outcomes (Cuban, 2013) which was not different in
our case. Looking at data collected at an early stage, most team members seemed very
positive about the implementations of the Reggio Emilia approach, whereas comments
after half a year started to be more critical, more profound. Most of these comments are
concerned with the how of the implementation rather than the what. As change is a

process, I had to find a cut off point for data collection for this study which was not easy,
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as every day brought new insights into colleagues’ thinking and feelings about
implemented changes or changes ‘at work’ and its outcomes. My intention is to continue
to gather data to document our ‘Reggio Emilia journey’ beyond the scope of this study,
to obtain a full picture of changes in our setting.

As the Reggio Emilia Approach was not imposed on our ELC team by the leadership, but
on the contrary, chosen and suggested by some ELC team members (PLC) to improve
our practice, every member was – to varying degrees – motivated to work in Reggio
Emilia inspired manner, and welcomed the changes that came with it. A study by
Kilgallon, Maloney and Lock (2008) disclosed that a positive attitude towards educational
changes is critical for teachers coping. At the beginning of the year, changes pending
were extensively discussed (e.g. changes of colors in classrooms; restructuring the Aula)
which led to an early involvement in the change process, and the development of a
sense of being part of the ‘big picture’. Through these early involvements, all team
members were able to focus on the long term benefits and kept their positive attitudes
towards the implementations of change. Every day burden, such as the need to change
classroom and ESSs in the case of Alexandra; and the arrival of new students during the
year (all teams), sometimes made it hard to focus on new implementations and their
sustainability. A lack of communication regarding decision making, as mentioned by
Claudia towards the end of the study, found agreement across the team, once the
subject had been raised. Some team members felt overlooked by arbitrary acts of the
grade level leader and ongoing ‘changes of changes’ (e.g. snack situation; Aula sharing)
to a point were some chose to go back to previous routines. Despite quite a profound
knowledge of the Reggio Emilia approach, five out of ten team members (including the
art teacher) felt that there were some unanswered questions about certain
implementations (e.g. how to pursue a project; amount of teacher guidance).
Accordingly, Fullan (1985) highlights that even with the possession of knowledge about
what causes improvement and how it occurs, it is still very difficult to transfer that
knowledge to one’s own situation, as knowing something and implementing it are two
different things.

The following section will expound how each team and team member faced the
challenges of change based on the findings using the simplified CBAM (see Figure 2).
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4.9.2 Team A

Manuela, the classroom teacher and grade level leader of the ELC was very receptive to
any new piece of information and its immediate implementation. The biggest
intervention and reason for discrepancies was her implementation of plates, glasses and
table cloths for every class to be used twice a day. What seemed like an insignificant
issue turned into an ongoing discussion about how to manage over 130 plates and
glasses with only one dishwasher. Within some class teams and cross grade level teams,
this issue became personal due to the demands on individuals’ time, caused by the extra
work time. Initially, the ESS and OSS of Team A seemed to agree with most of the
changes, but later felt overlooked due to not being part of the decision making process
and it is likely that other PLC members were similarly affected by these issues. Stacey’s
(2009) findings suggest that teachers’ ability to cope and to be sustained during the
change process, is potentially dependent on the equal involvement of all team members
in the change process.

4.9.3 Team B

As the revised ‘implementation bridge’ of the CBAM above shows, Alexandra shows clear
concerns (SoC) about some changes brought about by the new implementations. As she
was new to the ELC after many years of experience in Grade Primary, she faced many
changes already, and the Reggio Emilia implementations happened in parallel with them.
She expressed some doubts, for example “Why changing something [the PYP] what
obviously works very well?” (meeting, 17th August 2018) but tried, on the whole, to see
the positive aspects of the new implementations. Concerning the Level of Use (LoU)
Alexandra is situated on the left side of the scale. She accepted most of the
environmental changes (uniformity and earthy colors of the display boards; Aula only for
ELC to use; less toys; natural materials) but maintained her teaching methods in closed
classrooms with no shared activities. Hall (2013) has suggested that the introduction to
a new approach does not guarantee that teachers will use it. She further asserts that
“change always involves some degree of growth in personal confidence and
competence”, and that the journey differs for each person involved (Hall, ibid. p. 265).
Klara, the ESS in Team B, supported Alexandra’s decisions. She was returning from her
maternity leave having previously worked in a different grade level and was positively
open to all changes concerning the implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach. She
mentioned often her approval of this approach but was aware of the fact that there was
little she could compare it with from past experiences.
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4.9.4 Team C

Karolina, the classroom teacher from Team B was the one to organize the contact
between Reggio-Pädagogik Austria and the school. As she had worked for many years in
the ELC in the same classroom, the environmental changes were most obvious in her
room and were much welcomed by her. Similar to Hall’s (2013) observation, Karolina
adapted the Reggio Emilia approach to meet her needs and contingencies of the
implementation context. The children were offered more self-determination, less
structured activities, but the doors to the adjacent classroom remained closed. She
mentioned in one conversation that the change took place internally, it's more about how
she thinks now, and the wellbeing of the children. This reflects Cuban’s (2013) findings
that the incentives that drive teachers for change come from internal values and psychic
rewards rather than external motivators. Sandra, Karolina’s ESS returning from a five
year break and having worked in another grade before had little to compare the changes
with, but appreciated the Reggio Emilia approach, and supported Karolina in all her
work. Sandra sometimes called the ‘big mythos Reggio Emilia’ into question as well as
the ‘impositions’ and statements by the Reggio Emilia consultant. Some colleagues
agreed and found the ‘hype’ around the Reggio Emilia theme overwhelming in times.
Kilgallon et al. (2008) stated that for early childhood teachers, the sharing of their
experiences and feelings with their colleagues, contributed to their ability to cope with
changes. Well-intentioned criticism in small informal gatherings helped our team to
‘release pressure’ and to uncover problem areas.

4.9.5 Team D

The novice class teacher Anna was open to all Reggio Emilia implementations. At the
beginning of the process she welcomed them as a means to have some guidelines,
shared goals and practices and uniformed classrooms. Anna was startled though, when,
one day, the grade level leader removed some documentations from her display board
without Anna’s authorization, with the reason that it did not conform to the Reggio Emilia
approach. In such cases, self-awareness and recognition of competing needs were
necessary to regulate the change process to maintain personal wellbeing (Holmes, 2005)
as well as teaching competence (Stacey, 2009). As the ESS in this classroom, I was
positively open to all the changes concerning the Reggio Emilia approach but was not
without criticism concerning decision making and communication. Being actively involved
and informed throughout the change process was important to me, and all my
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colleagues, as was a mutual understanding of the different situations faced in each
classroom and with each group of students. These findings are supported by Hargreaves
et al. (1998, p. 281), who identifies that teachers can maintain commitment to the
educational change process “when given the right encouragement, support and power to
modify the change process to suit their particular situations.”

4.10 Age and Position

I could not find strong deviations from Hargreaves (2005) suggestions about the
correlation between age and position and flexibility regarding change, except that for all
team members the main goal was the wellbeing of the children and not one’s own
work-life balance. Monika, having many years of educational experience showed great
flexibility to change due to her grade level leader position as well as being the initiator of
the Reggio Emilia ‘idea’ in the ELC. Karolina, equally experienced showed initiative to
start with, having been the link between Reggio-Pädagogik Österreich and the school,
but then withdrew after some time to focus on her own classroom work. Alexandra, the
member of the team with the most years of experience, focused on the wellbeing of her
classroom children and chose not to share her activities with any other classes. Similarly
conforming to Hargreaves findings was the novice teacher Anna, who was open to all
new changes, as was Klara. The ESSs Sandra, Claudia, Susanna, and myself all around
50 years of age with between two and ten years of experience, where open to changes
and its challenges but not without constructive criticism, knowing what might be feasible
and what might not. More important than feasibility was the question of meaningfulness
and sustainability – if the changes will have positive effects on our practice, and
consequently be beneficial to our students, as well as the need to sustain changes in the
longer term despite potential changes in staffing and student numbers.

4.11 PLC as a Basis for Change

It occurred more often in small informal gatherings that personal and educational issues
concerning the Reggio Emilia implementations were mentioned, discussed and
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subsequently communicated in a more formal way in a team meeting. Our PLC provided
moral and physical support throughout the change process. Understanding and
appreciation amongst all colleagues made it possible to find ‘mutual adaptations’. This
finding is supported by Stacey (2009) who further highlights the importance of
professional colleagues acting as a source of clarification, a melting pot of shared
knowledge as well as practical strategies in the change process. In addition, knowledge
and experiences gained from this PLC formed the basis of discourse and reflective
thinking, facilitating the rationalization of personal pedagogical beliefs and practices.
These findings are in keeping with literature on educational change (Hargreaves, 1998).
Hargreaves (2000) further states that knowledge of the place of the teacher in the
change process is vital to understand the impact of educational change on each
individual, findings which were clearly reflected in our situation.

Deepening Professional Development (PD) in form of a six month Reggio Emilia training
course started towards the end of this study. With the exception of three team members,
all members of the ELC staff committed to participating in the course. As this
necessitated giving up their own free time, it disclosed their willingness to be open for
change. This finding is supported by Stacey (2009) who further stresses the importance
of PD sessions to function as a forum for discussions and clarifications.

5.

CONCLUSION

Change is not an easy endeavor and throughout my study I noticed heights and depths.
A well working, reflective thinking PLC led to recognition of their own limitations and
decision making regarding to what changes could feasibly accommodated in their
practice. Whilst the Reggio Emilia approach was undoubtedly welcomed by all PLC
members, the how of the implementations, was sometimes criticized. Implementing

improvement by using ideas from Reggio Emilia was not an easy task, as it had and has
to be adapted to the needs of both the school and individual educators. Some might
resist change, some might lack the skills to change, as implementing change is a
complex process (Fullan, 1985). Self-awareness and competent emotional intelligence
contributed to the PLC’s coping with change, as well as the intrinsic motivation and
positive attitudes towards this approach, of the individuals involved (Stacey, 2009;
Fullan, 2016). Professional development and a shared vision sustained our team’s
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motivation and ongoing commitment to the change process. Furthermore, the knowledge
about the rationale behind these changes provided our team with a sense of direction –
what might be described as the ‘big picture’. To guarantee a degree of autonomy and as
sense of control over their professional lives, modifications to implementations were
made by each team member, which provided them with a sense of ownership of the
educational change.

My role as a teacher-researcher was in times a challenging one, having to deal with the
changes myself, documenting and analyzing objectively all four classes, as well as
maintaining best practice for our students at the same time. I was constantly equipped
with my reflective journal, a clip board for children’s documentation and an iPad, but still
missed out on capturing important statements and non-verbal communication for later
analysis. I am grateful for the trust of my ELC colleagues. This supportive PLC made a
meaningful study with a deep insight possible, having used their – sometimes – sensitive
information in a discreet manner. I believe, I mastered the balancing act between being
a team member and insider researcher well, always trying to remain objective and
presupposing the will and the ability to put myself in the position of my colleagues.
Nevertheless, I am aware of my own biases regarding this study, and would include a
critical friend from within the team next time, for a more objective view.

Given the fact that current structural changes within the school will impact some
teaching positions for the next academic year, it will be interesting to observe the
motivation and dedication of our team to continue with the good work of implementing
the Reggio Emilia approach. As an insider researcher I am also interested in how the
team passes on the knowledge gained from having implemented the changes, and from
the ongoing professional development concerning the Reggio Emilia approach in the
future. Can the positive changes already implemented be sustained through future
personnel changes, and the momentum of the change process be maintained?

I want to conclude with Howard Gardner’s (YouTube, 2018) message that we cannot
transplant the Reggio Emilia Approach like a plant from one place to the other, but
instead, we have to reinvent it, and make it happen in our setting. I would even say, not
only do we have to reinvent it for our setting but reinvent it continually to meet the
needs and challenges of a changing world.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Mail to Head teacher and response
The head teacher took part in the research, and was therefore fully informed, signing the
‘Participant Information Sheet’ as well as the ‘Consent Form’.
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Appendix 2: Participant Information Sheet

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Dear Colleagues,
I am currently studying for my Master of Education with the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom. In
order to write my Master dissertation, I need to carry out a research with the aim of improving practice
in the ELC by implementing the Reggio Emilia approach to our existing Primary Years Programme (PYP)
with the title:
Implementing the Reggio Emilia approach to the Primary Years Programme (PYP) – Consequences,
expectations and issues
One of our emphasis in the Early Years is to maintain and improve our practice and to create an
environment suitable for all our student’s needs, talents and interests. As you all know, our school
received a certificate for ‘Reggio Emilia oriented practices’, practices which align with the PYP and
other practices which supplement the PYP. To create an even more student-centered and student
self-directed learning environment our ELC team will gradually implement philosophy and aspects of
the Reggio Emilia approach. My research will involve to work out well designed action plans as a team
and to document them as well as assess their outcomes critically to ensure the best possible synergy
between the PYP and the Reggio Emilia approach.
The research will involve some questionnaires I would like you to fill out anonymously to obtain a deeper
insight of your opinion, expectations, ideas, hopes and possible constraints you might envisage. I will
further make notes of all our meetings – especially the planned Reggio Emilia meetings - and resulting
actions plans to gradually implement the Reggio Emilia approach. I am planning on having some
one-to-one interviews and to make notes. You are free to participate and/or withdraw at any given
time.
My research will take place in a normal every-day situation, hence there will be no implications for our
students who will merely be an indicator of our improvements/changes in practice and philosophy. As
a methodology I will use practitioner participant observations. I might take some pictures of our classes,
Aula and outdoor area (without students or staff), as the research will also involve spatial changes in
our learning area. I envisage that the observations and documentations will be carried out over a
period of half a year. If you, for any reason, want to withdraw, you can let me know any time.
The information gathered will be for my dissertation only and will enable us to improve our practice and
our learning environment.
If you have any further questions don’t hesitate to contact me or Mr. Tony Fisher.
If you agree with this proposal, for you to take part in this research, I would be grateful if you would sign
the attached Participant Consent Form and return it to me at your earliest convenience.
Yours faithfully,
Angela Schmid-Peischl
apeischlschmid@vis.ac.at
Tutor: Tony Fisher, University of Nottingham
ttzamf@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk School of Education Research Ethics Coordinator:
educationresearchethics@nottingham.ac.uk
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Appendix 3: Participant Consent Form

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
TEAM MEMBERS

Project title:  Implementation of the Reggio Emilia Approach to the Primary Years Programme (PYP) Consequences, expectations and issues
Researcher’s name: Angela Schmid-Peischl
Supervisor’s name: Mr. Tony Fisher
●

I have read the Participant Information Sheet and the nature and purpose of the research
project has been explained to me. I understand and agree to take part.

●

I understand the purpose of the research project and my involvement in it.

●

I understand that I may withdraw from the research project at any time.

●

I understand that while information gained during the study may be published in the written
assignment, I will not be identified and my personal results will remain confidential.

●

I understand that data will be stored securely, for the researcher’s private use.

●

I understand that I may contact the researcher or supervisor if I require further information
about the research, and that I may contact the Research Ethics Coordinator of the School of
Education, University of Nottingham, if I wish to make a complaint relating to my
involvement in the research.

Signed ………………………………………………………………………… (research participant)
Print name …………………………………………………………………

Date …………………………………

Contact details
Researcher: Angela Schmid-Peischl apeischlschmid@vis.ac.at
Supervisor: Tony Fischer ttzamf@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk
School of Education Research Ethics Coordinator: educationresearchethics@nottingham.ac.uk

Appendix 4: Ethics Approval Form

HOW TO USE THIS FORM
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This form should be used by students/participants on School of Education taught courses
(undergraduate or postgraduate) who will be conducting research for an assignment or who
are undertaking dissertations.
You should complete this form following discussion with your module tutor or dissertation supervisor,
as applicable. Discussion with your module tutor/dissertation supervisor may be in person, via Skype
or phone, or via email. (In some cases, this may be part of the process of tutor feedback on a
proposal.)
Please read the whole form before starting to complete it.
You must complete Sections A and C. If your research involves participants, you must also complete
Section B.
For some questions, you will need to write responses providing details of your research or how you
have considered ethical issues. For others, you will need to give a YES or NO response. You may
write N/A (not applicable) if appropriate, but you must explain why.
Section D is to be completed by your module tutor/dissertation supervisor and, if applicable, a second
reviewer.
When you have completed Sections A, B (if applicable) and C, please email the form to your
module tutor/dissertation supervisor, using your University email account, or submit via
Moodle, as required.
For all research involving participants, please remember to attach the following:
1. draft information sheet to be provided to prospective participants
2. draft consent form to be used with prospective participants.

SECTION A – ALL RESEARCH
This section applies to all dissertations and all assignments for which ethical approval is
required (whether data-generating, using existing data or literature-based).
Name

Angela Schmid-Peischl

University ID Number

4311970

University email address

ttxas105@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk

Course

MA Education (Flexible)

Module

Dissertation

Title of module
assignment / dissertation

Implementation of the Reggio Emilia approach in the
Primary Years Program (PYP) – expectations,
consequences and issues

Module tutor /
dissertation supervisor
Date

Tony Fisher
August 25th 2018
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Project details
Please provide a brief description of the
research project and its aims.

What types of data will be generated/used
and how will this be obtained (e.g.
observation, interview, questionnaire,
document analysis, systematic literature
review, use of publicly available data,
auto-ethnography)?
In which country/countries will the research
take place?
If any of your research is to be conducted
outside the UK you will need to follow local
ethical requirements. If applicable, please
confirm your understanding of these local
requirements.
Will the research take place in an educational
institution (e.g. a school or university),
counselling service or other organisation?

The Early Learning Center in our school received
the Reggio Emilia oriented pedagogies Certificate
two month ago, as our PYP teaching pedagogies
are very much aligned with those of the Reggio
Emilia approach. Starting with the new school
year, our team wants to implement step by step
characteristics and the philosophy of this teaching
approach (including philosophic, pedagogical and
spatial changes, as well as teacher PD). I want to
expound our current status quo, the believes, aims
and pedagogies of the PYP and juxtapose them
with those of the Reggio Emilia approach. I want to
record the initial hopes, expectations, constraints,
changes and issues of our team members and
follow them up over the next six months. We will
carry out actions plans, which we will discuss with
the Reggio Emilia Coordinator (who comes in
externally) and will evaluate the outcomes of every
single one and compare them with our initial
expectations. After half a year I will have gathered
enough data to be able to carry out a provisionally
critical assessment of our implementations and
development.
Opinions, thoughts, hopes, wishes, objections,
doubts and suggestions from colleagues and
leadership through questionnaires, collaborative
meetings (notes), and special meetings with
Reggio Emilia representative in Austria (notes);
individual discussions with grade level leader and
colleagues (notes)
Austria

Yes

Data generating activities involving other
organisations may only be carried out with
the agreement of the head of the
organisation, or an authorised representative,
and after adequate notice has been given.
If applicable, please indicate how evidence of
written permission (e.g. letter or email) will be
provided to your module tutor/dissertation
supervisor.

E-mail to the director of the school
Consent letter to colleagues
Information sheet to colleagues

Please confirm the following
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Ethical guidelines
● I have read the relevant sections of the Code of Research Conduct and Research Ethics of
the University of Nottingham and discussed this with my module tutor/dissertation
supervisor
● I have read the relevant professional association guidelines (delete as applicable) and
discussed these with my module tutor/dissertation supervisor:
● British Educational Research Association’s Ethical Guidelines for Educational
Research, fourth edition (BERA, 2018)
o
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy Ethical guidelines for
researching counselling and psychotherapy (Bond, 2004)
o
Guidelines of another relevant professional association (state which here):

YES

______________________________________________________
Data protection
● I am aware of my responsibilities under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
(2018)
● I will issue participants with an appropriate GDPR privacy notice

YES

If your research involves human participants (people with whom you will be generating data or
whose data you will be using), please continue to Section B.
If you will not be conducting research with participants, please go straight to Section C.

SECTION B – RESEARCH INVOLVING PARTICIPANTS
You must complete this section if your research involves human participants or their data. If,
after discussion with your tutor or dissertation supervisor, you are not able to respond YES to
any set of statements, please comment on this in Section C.
Research participants
Please identify the type of research
participants, indicating their ages if under 18.

Teachers in my school

How will they be selected and approached?

We are all involved in the implementation

Please confirm the following
Information for research participants
● I will fully explain the purpose and procedures of the research, and the potential
benefits and costs of participating (e.g. the amount of their time involved) to
prospective research participants at the outset. With child participants, this will be
explained in an age appropriate manner.
● I will reveal my full identity to potential participants.

YES
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● I will inform prospective participants that data generated will be treated in the
strictest confidence and will only be reported in anonymised form, but that I will be
forced to consider disclosure of certain information where there are strong
grounds for believing that not doing so will result in harm to research participants
or others, or (the continuation of) illegal activity.
● I have attached a draft of the information sheet for participants.
Obtaining voluntary informed consent
● I will ask all potential participants to give explicit, normally written, voluntary
informed consent to participating in the research. Where written consent is given,
the participant and I will retain separate copies.
● In addition to the consent of the individuals concerned, I will seek the signed
consent of a parent, guardian or ‘responsible other’ to sanction the participation of
children (i.e. persons under 16 years of age) or vulnerable adults. Children will
also be facilitated to give fully informed consent, as appropriate for their age and
maturity. (For counselling programmes only: Gillick competency testing guidelines
may be applied with participants under 16 years old in some circumstances, if
agreed by your module tutor/dissertation supervisor.)
● I will not place undue pressure on individuals or institutions to participate in
research activities.
● My treatment of potential research participants will in no way be prejudiced if they
choose not to participate in the project.
● I will provide participants with my contact details (including university email
address), and those of my module tutor/dissertation supervisor, in order that they
are able to make contact in relation to any aspect of the research, should they
wish to do so.
● I will inform participants will that they may freely withdraw from the project at any
time without risk or prejudice.
● I will inform participants that my research has received ethical approval from the
University of Nottingham, and will provide contact details in case of any complaint.
● I have attached a draft of the consent form for participants (and/or for any others
consenting on behalf of participants).
Confidentiality
● I will take all necessary steps to protect the privacy and ensure the anonymity and
non-traceability of participants and/or other individuals for whom confidentiality
would be expected, for example, by using pseudonyms, for both individual and
institutional participants, in any written reports of the research and other forms of
dissemination.
Sensitive issues
● I will be sensitive to differences relating to age, culture, disability, race, gender,
religion and sexual orientation amongst research participants, when planning,
conducting and reporting on the research.
● I will not collect personal data, for example relating to age, gender, ethnicity,
religious affiliation, sexuality, unless this is directly relevant to the research aims.
● If the study involves collecting personal data or the discussion of sensitive issues
such as mental health issues or sexual activity, I have discussed this in detail with
my module tutor/dissertation supervisor and understand that this makes my project
higher risk.
Storage and access to research data
● I will not store names or any other personal data (if collected) for longer than
necessary.
● I will safeguard participants’ identity in stored research data through encryption,
pseudonymisation and full anonymisation, as applicable to the particular research
study.
● I will keep data generated by the research (e.g. transcripts of research interviews)
securely until the completion of my studies or, if publication is intended, for a
period of seven years.

YES

YES

YES

YES
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● I will use data purely for the purposes of the research project (including
dissemination of findings).
● No-one other than myself, my module tutor/dissertation supervisor or examiners
will have access to any of the data generated.
● I will inform research participants that they have the right of access to their data,
but not to that of others.
● Where possible, I will provide research participants with a summary of research
findings and an opportunity for debriefing after taking part in the research.
● I will reflect ethical principles and discuss considerations, as appropriate, in my
assignment (whether in written or presentation format) or dissertation.
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) – for UK-based research only
A DBS check is only required if your research takes place in the UK and will involve
you being left alone with children and/or vulnerable adults. You do not need an
additional DBS check if you already hold one for the setting in which you will be
undertaking your research.
● Do you need a new DBS check for this research?
● If you already hold a check for the research setting, please provide your DBS
number here:

N/A

__________________________

Please continue to Section C.

SECTION C – SUMMARY OF ETHICAL ISSUES AND DECLARATION
You must complete this section.
Summary of ethical issues and risks
Please identify the ethical issues and
potential risks associated with this
research, in terms of data generation, the
research setting and any work with
participants, including any risks to yourself
(e.g. from lone working or identification of
sensitive issues).

Leadership as well as colleagues are supporting
my research as it will be beneficial for the team as
well as the school to have a research carried out
on this topic especially at this early stage.
Risk is minimal as this is a whole-school initiative.

Remember that all research carries some risk
of physical or emotional harm to those
involved, even if this is minimal. Consider
your responses in Sections A and B, and the
discussion with your module tutor/dissertation
supervisor. If you were unable to respond
YES to any set of statements in Section B,
please explain why as part of your response.
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Explain how you will take steps to mitigate
these risks.

Please confirm the following
Declaration
● I understand that I may not start my research, including the recruitment of any participants
or data generation, until I have received ethical approval.
● I agree to work within the protocol that I have outlined and to abide by the School of
Education policy on research ethics and the University of Nottingham’s Code of Research
Conduct and Research Ethics throughout the research and in any reporting of this.
● If I make any changes to my research that change my answers to any of the questions
above, I will submit a new ethical approval form to my module tutor/dissertation supervisor.

YES

SECTION D – REVIEW AND APPROVAL
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Appendix 5: 1st
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Appendix 6: Table 2
Table 2. Main characteristics of Reggio Emilia approach – 1st questionnaire
Child centered/directed
Inquiry based experiential Learning
Environment (as a 3 teacher)
Natural Materials
rd

xxxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxxxx
x

75

Atelier
Positive Relation with Children
Projects (100 languages of the Child)
Documentation (Speaking Walls)
Freedom of Choice
The image of the child
Communication (teacher, child, parent)
Social-emotional skills development
Avoidance of sensory overload
Group work
The role of time
Answers 11/12

x
xx
xx
x
x
x
xx
x
x
xx
xx

Appendix 7: Table 3
Table 3. Teachers opinion about similarities between the Reggio Emili approach and the
PYP – 1 questionnaire
Inquiry based learning
xxxxxx
st

Projects
Documentation
Communication (teacher, child, parent)
Creativity, curiosity and imagination
Child centered
Role of the teacher (facilitator)
Theoretical background
Answers 10/12

x
x
x
x
xxx
x
xx

Appendix 8: Table 4
Table 4. Contradictions and constraints between Reggio Emilia approach and PYP
according to the staff members (1 questionnaire)
st

None
Curriculum
Space/environment
Parent involvement
Time table
Answers 8/12

xxx
xxxxx
xx
x
x

Appendix 9: Table 5
Table 5. Necessary changes in the setting to be able to work Reggio inspired - 1
questionnaire

st

76

Curriculum
Flexibility
Professional development
Environmental changes
Parent/teacher acceptance of new pedagogy
To internalize the new approach (how participants think, act, decide)
Time table adjustment
Materials/resources
More staff (art teacher – Atelierista)
More cooperation with specialist teachers
Role of time (use as much time as needed)
Answers 10/12

x
x
xx
xxxxx
xx
xxx
xx
xxx
xx
x
x

Appendix 10: Table 6
Table 6. Positive aspects expected working Reggio inspired - 1 questionnaire
st

Creation of inspiring/positive environment
Improvement of motivation and confidence
Improvement of inspiration and creation
Healthy relationship between teacher and child
No time limits to finish work
Follow children’s interests
Shared understanding of philosophy
Overcoming emotional challenges for children
More child self-determination
Emphasis in group work
Open classrooms for free flow
Answers 10/12

xxx
xxx
x
x
xx
xx
x
x
xx
x
x

Appendix 11: Table 7
Table 7. Doubts about the implementation of the Reggio Emilia Approach - 1
questionnaire

st

Extra time needed
Balancing work responsibilities
Professional development
Successful implementation
Balance between the Reggio Emilia approach and the PYP program

xx
x
x
xx
x

Time table
Not good for all the children
Free choice might lead to some children doing hardly anything
Should other Grades be involved as well?
Money needed for extra resources/atelier
No doubts at all

xx
x
x
x
x
x
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Answers 10/12

Appendix 12: Table 8
Table 8. Equal opportunities to contribute and to express one’s opinion – 1
questionnaire

st

Everybody has a say
Opportunities yes, but some don’t always feel comfortable do it publicly
Other Grade levels could be involved
Answers 10/12

xxxxxx
xx
x

Appendix 13: Table 9
Table 9. What should be the first/next step according to the team members – 1
questionnaire

st

Relevant professional development
Reggio Emilia books/articles to read
Relevant team meetings, also with consultant
Change of daily routine
The way we plan activities
Looking at budget requirements
Studio-based approach instead of art lessons
Environmental changes
Image of the child, more self-determination
Answers 10/12

xxxxxxx
xx
xxx
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Appendix 14: Changing environment

before: fish tank and clutter

after: extra shelf for projects
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  Questionnaire. Questions and summarized answers
Appendix 15: 2nd
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Appendix 16: Opening up wall between Team B and D/closing it again

open space – separating wall folded up

same view with separating wall closed again

Appendix 17: Excerpt from combined variant of the Reflective Journal
29th August

We are brainstorming for a suitable word to “implement” the Reggio
approach
●
●
●
●

Enhance our knowledge and expertise
Emerge the R.E.A. with the PYP
Change (visual, e.g. Aula)
Implementing
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●
●
●
●
●

Supplementing
Improving
Philosophical shift (slightly)
Evolution
Synergy

Same day:
First issues with time management>
Kim has no time to do the dishes and cut the fruits in the morning
(especially when they have PE)

3rd September
4th September
5th September

 On Wednesday the ESS will miss out on the collaborative
planning time as they have to be now in Music. They will miss
out on essential information. At the beginning it is okay to be
with the Music teachers, but as soon as the kids as well as
the teachers can handle it, ESSs should be able to attend
meetings again.
We open up our two rooms.
“It’s impossible for me! Too much noise. I am too old for that!” – A.
“Can’t take it anymore.” No non-contact time! – K. – due to dishes
and fruits.
“Kids need freedom but also boundaries! We need to keep them
save” – A. (referring to open classes)
New rainy day rule: play for all in the Aula, video in one of the rooms
(used to be the other way round)
Team goals should all be working towards Reggio Emilia.
Walls are back in two classrooms, doors are closed.
K . has a conflict with skeienee about time management because
of extra work load due to plates, glasses, tablecloths, cutting fruits,
etc.!! She does not want to give up her break.

Appendix 18: Project work Team D – ‘Our World’
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Appendix 19: Project work Team B

All children worked with papier maché to create a jungle for ‘Elmer’

Appendix 20:

Focus on teamwork – GDPR compliant pictures for
display boards and web-site
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children in Team D working together
to create the city of Vienna

pictures for the web-site never showing faces

focus on the work and the process

Appendix 21: Meeting notes – Goal progress and decision making
2018-2019 check in for Goal progress - Reggio Emilia Implementations
28th January
1.

In your opinion, how do you think our ELC team is functioning? Circle. Explain

Forming
getting acquainted

Storming
Most difficult time for
teams.

Norming
Some degree of unity
we are somewhere
between norming and
performing

Performing
Consensus and
cooperation are
well-established
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uncertainty is high

conflict, competition

People are looking for
leadership/authority

Disagreement on team
goals
Cliques and subgroups
Need to work through
areas of conflict or else
long-term problems

Consensus around
leader and role and
about individual
members’ roles
Members learn to
cooperate and begin
to focus on team goals
Easy to slide back to
storming

Members are
committed to
teams’ mission
Any problems are
dealt with
constructively

In your opinion, do all team members participate in team efforts?
All agreed: to a certain extent - yes

Do you believe that your ideas are listened to by the Grade Leader? By other team members?
All members are listening to team members - all agree. Decisions are being made.
Clara: … some over ruling took place (e.g. piazza/aula; eating with plates; taking away the sofa).
Change needs good leadership.
Margarete: I have time constraints; but promise to include all team members in future decision making
Karin: something has to be started and then see how it goes; we are the biggest team in the primary
school;
Are decisions made in a positive way on our team?
Clara: it needs more and better communication; not everybody is heard
What progress do you think we have made with our team so far this year?
Shawna: we’ve gotten to get to know each other very well
Angela: I think we are doing a very good job - it is everybody's perception of course, how you
communicate with everybody
Clara: sometimes I feel muddled up, when I am at the specialist teacher and miss out on something
How we can improve the way our team works?
Clara, Angela, Karin - better communication before changes happen again;
Karin: often someone starts something and afterwards changes it again and again; it is confusing;
better think about it before, what is possible and what is not possible in our situation
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